Panel with fixed glazing

Your advantages:
- exchange and combination with standard panels (full, window, door) possible
- attractive price-performance ratio
- toughened safety glass (ESG) 4-16-4 gas filled (u=1.1), white pvc profile
- delivery possible for internal heights 2,350mm, 2,540mm and 2,700mm

Contact us
Telefon: +43 2236 601-0
E-Mail: ctx@containex.com
Cabin glazing with skylight

representative office space

Bakery - sales room

Car dealer - show room

skylight - optional with tilting lever

Your advantages:

- attractive appearance
- toughened safety glass (ESG) 6-16-6 gas filled (u=1.1), white pvc profile
- optional double wing door with fixed glazing
- optional tilting lever for skylight
- delivery possible for internal heights 2,540mm and 2,700mm

The cabin glazing is available in the standard specification as described only. It is fixed to the frame and a later alteration isn’t possible. For each building a technical review and clearance is required.

Contact us
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